FLEKKE GLOCAL CHALLENGE
30 people - 30 days
exploring local solutions
to global challenges

UWC Red Cross Nordic invites 30 local people and global citizens
to participate in a one-day workshop and an exciting sustainability
experiment. Commit to one small environmental change for 30days, share your stories online, and inspire people along the way.

Curious about how one small change can make
a BIG difference globally?
Apply now
Applications close 12th September 2018
Email: judit.dudas@uwcrcn.no OR call/text 474 50 720

GLOCAL CHALLENGE

30 people - 30 days - exploring local solutions to global challenges

UWC Red Cross Nordic invites

We’re looking for 30 people to commit to

30 local people and global citizens

one small environmental change for 30-

to participate in an exciting
sustainability experiment.

days. Share their stories and inspire people
along the way. And discover how one small
change really can make a big difference!

How it works
1

2

Attend the all-day kick-off
workshop on 24 September 2018

3

Commit to your change for 30 days (25
Sept – 24 Oct). Your challenge should

with sustainability transformations

not be too easy or difficult – it should be

professor, Karen O’Brien.

a stretch.

Choose one small change that
benefits the environment. It’s up to

4

Create a profile on flekkeglocal.
cchallenge.no. This is where you share

you what you choose. Here are some

your experiences by posting messages,

examples:

photos and videos. Don’t forget to talk

•

Cycle to work three times a week

•

Eat vegetarian three times a

with people around you about your
experiment.

week
•

Stop using plastic bags when you

5

shop
•

Pick up rubbish when you’re
walking

•

6

Start conversations with people

Get personal support from a cCHANGE
climate coach along the way.
Join us for a Reflection Workshop in
February 2019.

about climate change
•

Go without lights for 1 hour three
times a week

Curious about how one small change can make a big difference?
Apply to join Flekke’s GLOCAL CHALLENGE now

Follow the journey on flekkeglocal.cchallenge.no

Participation in this project is free

The language of the workshop is English. Blog

(not including transport costs).

entries can be both in English and Norwegian.

UWC RCN will provide accommodation

Application deadline: 12th September 2018

for those that can’t arrive by 09:00

Apply by email to: judit.dudas@uwcrcn.no

on 24 September for the workshop.

THE TEAM BEHIND Flekke GLOCAL CHALLENGE
This project is delivered by cCHANGE, an Oslo-based company founded by University of Oslo Professor Karen O’Brien and Linda Sygna. cCHANGE brings together an interdisciplinary team with
world-leading researchers on green transformation, sustainability and change.
Flekke’s GLOCAL CHALLENGE project uses cCHALLENGE, a solution developed by Karen O’Brien at
the University of Oslo. cCHALLENGE is based on years of research and teaching related to climate
change and transformations to sustainability. Through its transformative program, cCHALLENGE
helps people to see where, why and how they make a difference. This opens space for real and lasting change, including the systemic changes needed to create an equitable and sustainable world.
UWC Red Cross Nordic is a place where students meet the big world in their own environment. The
college at Haugland in Fjaler gives them a great opportunity to learn about global issues, through
local examples and explore climate change widely, through more than textbooks or the media.
Students get to know other students from all over the world and gain awareness about the global
consequences of their personal decisions.

Flekke GLOCAL CHALLENGE will build ecological citizenship skills and trigger the desire,
knowledge, and ability to act by encouraging participants to:
•

Reflect on values and question habits

•

Recognize the interconnectivity of natural and social systems

•

Learn by doing

•

Ask questions and listen to others

•

Manage complexity and discomfort

•

Appreciate different perspectives

•

Become self-evolving learners using their adaptability and creativity

BRAND GUIDELINES

